The Self-Giving God
by Oswald Bayer

“T
hese are the three persons and one God, who has given himself to us all wholly and completely, with all that he is and has.”¹ With these words, Martin Luther in his Confession of 1528 emphatically reaffirmed the Apostles’ Creed in the words of his day, thereby confessing the heart and soul of the Christian faith. He did so through his focus on the terms “gift” and “endowment”—a focus which knows no like in the writings of any theologian before or after him and which is not replicated in any of his other writings, at least not with such succinct clarity.²

Immediately prior to this statement, Luther had praised the Holy Spirit as a “living, eternal, divine gift and endowment.” Then he proceeds to encapsulate the entire trinitarian faith as God’s gift and endowment, or, to be precise, in verbal form as God’s “giving,” or, to be even more precise, as God’s giving of himself in the totality of his essence and being (“wholly and completely, with all that he is and has”), corresponding to the universality of the recipients (“us all”).

These are the three persons and one God, who has given himself to us all wholly and completely, with all that he is and has. The Father gives himself to us, with heaven and earth and all the creatures, in order that they may serve us and benefit us. But this gift has become obscured and useless through Adam’s fall. Therefore the Son himself subsequently gave himself and bestowed all his works, sufferings, wisdom, and righteousness, and reconciled us to the Father, in order that restored to life and righteousness, we might also know and have the Father and his gifts. But because this grace would benefit no one if it remained so profoundly hidden and could not come to us, the Holy Spirit comes and gives himself to us also, wholly and completely. He teaches us to understand this deed of Christ which has been manifested to us, helps us receive and preserve it, use it to our advantage and impart it to others, increase and extend it. He does this both inwardly and outwardly—inwardly by means of faith and other spiritual gifts, outwardly through the gospel, baptism, and the sacrament of the altar, through which as through three means or methods he comes to us and inculcates the sufferings of Christ for the benefit of our salvation.”³
Luther intensifies the rhetorical impact by repeating God’s “giving” three times. Evidently, even though this verbal noun cannot convey everything about God, it is nevertheless able to express what is most important and what is key. This happens by way of one single verb: “Giving.” It expresses the oneness and uniqueness of God’s essence and actions—notwithstanding the threefold distinction between the different attributes and appropriations of creation, redemption, and consummation in the sense of a fundamental and succinct succession of salvation-historical elements which can also be read in reverse order, beginning with the Holy Spirit—a kind of palindrome.

Despite the pronounced emphasis on the unity of the trinitarian essence and action of God by the threefold repetition of the one verb “to give,” the threefold “economic” orientation remains. There is no explicit mention of the “immanent” Trinity here. Yet Luther does address it elsewhere—and it is no accident that he does so in his exposition of the Gospel of John, especially of its prologue and the Paraclete statements, most impressively in his exposition of John 16:13. Here the paraclete is described as follows: “For He will not speak on His own authority, but whatever He hears He will speak.”

Here Christ refers to a conversation carried on [with]in the Godhead, a conversation in which no creatures participate. He sets up a pulpit both ![!] for the speaker and for the listener. He makes the Father the Preacher and the Holy Spirit the Listener. . . . Here it is relevant to state that Scripture calls our Lord Christ—according to His divine nature—a “Word” (John 1:1) which the Father speaks with and in Himself. Thus this Word has a true, divine nature from the Father. It is not a word . . . that . . . comes out of him and remains outside him. No, this Word remains in the Father forever. Thus these are two distinct Persons: He who speaks and the Word that is spoken, that is, the Father and the Son. Here, however, we find the third Person following these two, namely, the One who hears both the Speaker and the spoken Word. For it stands to reason that there must also be a listener where a speaker and a word are found. But all this speaking, being spoken, and listening takes place within the divine nature and also remains there, where no creature is or can be. All three—Speaker, Word, and Listener—must be God Himself; all three must be coeternal and in a single undivided majesty. For there is no difference or inequality in the divine essence, neither a beginning nor an end. Therefore one cannot say that the Listener is something outside God, or that there was a
time when He began to be a Listener; but just as the Father is a Speaker from
eternity, and just as the Son is spoken from eternity, so the Holy Spirit is the
Listener from eternity.8

And so we see that for Luther, God—who as the giver enables
communication by way of his salvific economy—embodies fellow-
ship in and of himself, namely, the conversation between the Father
and the Son, to which the Holy Spirit listens in order to commu-
nicate it to us and to make us certain of salvation.9 This shows that
Luther consistently conceives of the immanent Trinity also from the
perspective of the theology of the Word.10

When Luther speaks of the economic Trinity, he is not con-
cerned with it in any chronological sense. This is evident from the
fact that whenever Luther uses the verb “to give,” he does so in the
present tense. Now even if this were to be understood as a narra-
tive present, it would have no chronological significance. Instead, it
conveys God’s eternal present, which is the basis for both the future
and the past.

This totality in the timing of the giving God corresponds to
the totality of his gift. In and with his giving, God does not give
this thing or that in some particular sense, but rather, as was briefly
emphasized above, he gives himself—in the totality of his essence
and being. He does not give something, but someone—he gives him-
self personally.11 In his threefold generosity, he creates fellowship.
Accordingly, the Formula of Concord for its part rejects the thesis
“that not God himself but only the gifts of God dwell in believ-
ers.”12 On the contrary, in the Son the Father has given himself (Jn
3:16; Rom 8:32; Eph 5:2) “completely,”13 has “exhausted himself and
talked himself out of breath”14—but without losing himself in the
process. *When God gives himself away, he does not lose his identity.* In his
incarnation, he did not lose his divinity; on the contrary, it was tried
and tested. God did not transform into a human being, as the myths
believe, but remained God even as a human being.15

To be sure, New Testament passages like John 3:16; Romans 8:32;
and Ephesians 5:2 encouraged Luther in his view of God as one
who gives—“God’s being is to give himself”16—but they certainly
did not prompt Luther to discover him as such in the first place.
This inevitably raises the question: How did Luther come to focus so intensely on God’s giving of himself, when this focus was neither traditional nor even self-evident? There is only one persuasive answer: In this focus we find the application, intensification, and universalization of what the Reformational Luther concretely discovered and experienced in the Lord’s Supper: “When Luther perceives everything the triune God does as a giving promise and as a promising gift, he has in his ears, before his eyes, and in his heart the gift-word of the Lord’s Supper.”

The Lord’s Supper as the Original Context of Gift and Promise

In order for us to understand the structure of this intensification or universalization, we need to pay careful attention to the gift-word of the Lord’s Supper. In his Reformational breakthrough, Luther discovered that the structure of the word of absolution is that of a *verbum efficax*, a word which does what it says and says what it does. He then proceeded to apply this insight to the understanding of baptism (1519) and then also verified it in the understanding of the Lord’s Supper (1520). The human word of absolution does not simply, for purposes of assurance, declare that divine forgiveness has taken place sometime in the past, but actually causes forgiveness to take place then and there. In the same way, the twofold gift-word of the Lord’s Supper is no interpretive word, but precisely a gift-word. It is not an afterword, secondary in relation to some actual, inner event; no, it is a “word of power,” an effective word, *verbum efficax*. In the Small Catechism, Luther takes the phrasing from the words of institution and very strongly emphasizes it by repeating it three times, almost punching it out, as it were: “The words ‘given for you’ and ‘shed for you for the forgiveness of sins’ show us that forgiveness of sin, life, and salvation are *given* to us in the sacrament through these words.” “Whoever believes these very words has what they sound and say, namely, ‘forgiveness of sins.’” Correspondingly, preparation for a worthy reception of the sacrament consists alone of faith “in these words, ‘given for you’ and ‘shed for you for the forgiveness of sins.’”
The form of address is obvious in the word of absolution (Ego te absolve . . .), but in the Lord’s Supper it must be specifically identified and revealed: It consists in the “For you!” In and with the “For you!,” the Lord devotes his personal attention and indeed himself to you, giving himself to you in his body and blood in, with, and under the gifts of bread and wine. “For you!” is an opening address which needs to be heard and believed, “because the words ‘for you’ require truly believing hearts.”

To borrow a distinction commonly found in contemporary discourses of giving, Luther’s formulation clearly seems oriented not towards the receiver, but toward the giver. But it is precisely by virtue of focusing not on the human receiver but on the God who gives himself in his promise that the receptive and taking human beings benefit. After all, the address of the giving God already conveys within itself—in its “For you!”—the human recipients; they have already been written into and addressed by the Word coming to them. The dative case of the gift—which is silent in and of itself—is only stated unequivocally at the point when I hear it as a vocalized sound explicitly imparting the giver and being addressed to me.

That which is given needs to be received and accepted. Whoever has heard and believed the “For you!” has received and accepted the giver giving himself in the gift. Faith seizes the opportunity; it takes and eats. Faith listens to and trusts in the word occurring in the address.

Gift and Promise

The word in which, with which, and under which God gives himself is the word which expects trust and kindles and nurtures it. For Luther, the gift-word does not simply state what already exists, but actually creates what did not exist before. It is a legally valid promise taking immediate effect. Luther does not explicitly say so in this summary, but on the strength of many other texts it is indisputable that for Luther, “gift” and “promise” belong inseparably together.

This can be seen, paradigmatically, in the keynote treatise prefacing his Wartburg postil: “A Brief Instruction on What to Look
for and Expect in the Gospels” (1522). Here Luther clearly shows that a *sacramentum* in the new sense of a *donum* is constituted by the *promissio*—the promise, the pledge, the assurance—as the concrete manner in which Christ and along with him the triune God gives himself to me. It is “the sermon or the gospel through which he is coming to you, or you are being brought to him.”

“So you see that the gospel is really not a book of laws and commandments which requires deeds of us, but a book of divine promises in which God *promises, offers, and gives* us all his possessions and benefits in Christ.”

Now even though “gift” and “promise” are very closely interlinked, it is still necessary to distinguish between them. Bread and wine are given—but are comprehended and permeated by the word, by a particular word, not by a statement, a command, or an announcement of some religious undertone, but specifically by a promise. The gift being given to me apparently needs to be promised in a form of address for it to count as a gift in the first place—for it to be perceived as a gift, to be received as a gift, to be “heard” as a gift. It requires the pure word in order to be a pure—an absolute and unconditional—gift: a word which only gives and does not demand, but is pure gift.

If God is a great giver, then we human beings can and should be great recipients. In this case, we could say that it is more blessed to receive than to give.

*Generous Abundance; Surplus*

God is open-handed and generous—giving and for-giving: “who for-gives all your iniquity, who heals all your diseases” (Ps 103:3). My cup overflows—and not just at his table. Luther universalizes; *everything* the triune God does is a giving promise and promising gift. As the Creator, he creates in his bountiful goodness—which is not a necessary emanation but occurs as a free affirmation—the necessary room for his creatures to live. He does so not in a self-restraint to keep from infringing upon the independence of his creatures, as some might argue, but in order to work and
fulfil all in all. This he does through his communicative word and through his decisions and bestowing determinations, which create order and enable communication, mutual exchange, and fellowship. As the Redeemer, he seeks all the lost in the lavishness of his love, returns them, and restores them. And as the Perfecter, he also restores access to the Father by the remembrance of the Son and assures me by his overflowing comfort that the end goal of all the trials and tribulations of my life story, and indeed of the story of nature and the whole world, will be “very good” (Gen 1:31).

The Disturbing Discrepancy

But God does not only give; he also takes away. He destroys and kills; the book of Job and the Psalms are filled with lamentations and complaints about it. Does the experience of this terrible hiddenness of God accord with Luther’s Confession of the one who gives himself to us and loves us wholly and completely? Only those who like Jochen Klepper also count the “wrath” of God among his “gifts” can answer yes to this question without being cynical about it.38 In his summary of trinitarian theology, Luther does not address this problem of distinguishing between the God who is preached as being trinitarian and yet is also terribly hidden, the way he does in his *The Bondage of the Will*.39 Nevertheless, since we are considering the horizon of his theology as a whole, we have to include a pertinent reference here, albeit an exceedingly brief one. To borrow an equally provocative sentence by Jochen Klepper: “God is wholly in Christ. But Christ”—or, more precisely: God in his threefold generosity—“is not the whole God.”40 To be sure, observing such a discrepancy mars the beauty—the coherence and the elegance—of the well-rounded, virtually perfect summary. But this discrepancy prevents us from absolutizing the gospel in enthusiastic and triumphalist ways. It also ensures that the gospel and the certainty of salvation are not isolated from suffering and tribulation.41 Luther’s summary is a confession in the strictest sense. As such, inspired by the Holy Spirit, it defies suffering and tribulation. It defies the disturbing discrepancy42 and
remains assured of the God who gives himself to us wholly and completely in his “unutterable love.”

Translated by Karl Böhmer from an unpublished manuscript; originally presented by Gunnar Johnstad in Norwegian translation on August 24, 2018, at the Lutheran Study Days in Bergen, Norway, held on the topic: “A God Who Gives Himself.”
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